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Liquidator Dye & Co Faces Court over Accloud Share Dispute 

Mayfair 101’s British Virgin Islands-based investment holding company has commenced 
proceedings in the Commercial Division of the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court to obtain a 
determination that the 21,250,000 Accloud PLC shares it purchased were fully paid for by way 
of a facility with Eleuthera Group Pty Ltd. 
 
Liquidators for the IPO Wealth Holdings group, Dye & Co, have refused to transfer the Accloud 
shares to 101 Investments Ltd, claiming the shares were not paid for despite being provided 
with details of the payments and despite ANZ bank statements confirming that full payment 
was made. 
 
The transaction provided $19.46 million and a substantial capital gain to the IPO Wealth 
Holdings group in 2H 2019 as part of its asset re-allocation strategy which the trustee, Vasco 
Trustees, was well informed of.   
 
In May 2020 Vasco appointed receivers & managers by alleging to the Victorian Supreme 
Court that the shares had been moved to the detriment of investors, which was not the case. 
 
The utilisation of a British Virgin Islands holding company to minimise the potential capital gain 
on the Accloud shares was a carefully planned strategy recommended by the Group’s tax 
accountants at the time, Pinnacle Advisory Group.  By owning greater than 10% of a foreign 
company subdivision 768-G of the ITAA97 allows for such a transaction to be undertaken 
compliantly without incurring a capital gain.   
 
ASIC has made numerous submissions to Court that relied on Vasco and Dye & Co’s 
assertions of impropriety despite being provided with accounting records that verified the 
transaction on 30 October 2020.  There has been a fundamental misconception that the 
transaction was disadvantageous to investors, when in fact it was advantageous for the 
Group’s investors for this to occur.   
 
A favourable court determination is vital for the Group’s current investors.  The Accloud 
investment is the Group’s largest non-real estate investment.  Accloud has commenced rolling 
out its platform via channel partners in India and is well advanced on its plans to list on the 
AIM market of the London Stock Exchange. 
 
Leading international offshore law firm Carey Olsen is acting for 101 Investments Ltd. 
Eleuthera Group Pty Ltd, IPO Wealth Holdings Pty Ltd and IPO Wealth Holdings No 3 Pty Ltd 
are named defendants to the proceedings.   
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